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“Switzerland’s role is to mediate”
Interview with Lukas Reimann, National Councillor
Current Concerns: The free movement
of persons must be renegotiated in Brussels, so the policy of the Federal Councillor Didier Burkhalter. The attitude of the
Swiss people should be explained to the
EU and a compromise should be found.
The EU declines further negotiations, as
it is expressed in the latest letter by EU
Foreign Commissioner Catherine Ashton.
What is your opinion about that?
National Councillor Lukas Reimann: I
see it, as the majority of the Swiss people
does. The constitution states that Switzerland determines on immigration independently. The question is how many people are sensible and manageable for our
country, for we can not allow all of them

to come in. Thus, the free movement of
persons is factually dead. This means that
Switzerland again controls the immigration into the country itself. That precisely
does not mean to run to Brussels now and
negotiate with Brussels. To decide autonomously means to decide without Brussels.
Thus, sovereignty is in Switzerland, again.
The more I am surprised that the Federal
Councillor rushed to Brussels immediately and wanted to discuss there.
Brussels puts pressure on Switzerland, to
further reduce its sovereignty and to delegate it to Brussels. In Federal Councillor
Didier Burkhalter, the EU seems to have
found a soft negotiator. What is meant by

the EU’s demand
that the institutional issue must
be resolved first,
before they want
to conclude further agreements
with Switzerland?
Switzerland
needs no institutional integration
Lukas Reimann
into the EU. The
(picture thk)
EU’s demands
are outrageous. Never before it was decontinued on page 2

The blessings of sovereignty,
direct democracy and neutrality
The situation in Eastern Europe is perilous. Ever since Yanukovich shelved the
EU-Ukraine Association Agreement in
autumn 2013 and decided to join the Customs Union with Russia, Kazakhstan and
Belarus, the Ukraine has been learning
the hard way those lessons that Yugoslavia was forced to learn more than twenty years ago. Fuelled by European intelligence agencies and foundations as well as
by the United States and its intelligence
agencies, the Ukraine has been pitchforked into a crisis which is comparable
to the collapse of the Yugoslav federation.
Today, precisely those people named
by Victoria Nuland in her telephone conversation with the US ambassador, are in
power in the Ukraine. This shows who
determines what the Ukraine is expected
to do politically and also militarily. Victoria Nuland is married to neocon Robert Kagan, who envisaged the neo-liberal
Russia under Boris Yeltsin as the Russia
of the future. Her frequently-mentioned
quote speaks for itself.
In this situation, where “Nobel Peace
Prize Laureates” Barak Obama and EU are
warmongering against Russia and President Putin in an intolerable manner – these
prizes of theirs ought to be revoked immediately – one wonders with great concern

whether the whole issue is adding up to
the intension of war waged by the US and
its vassals in the European Union against
Russia. With good reason, Switzerland is
not a member of the EU, but still a sovereign, independent state, that can, with its
commitment to neutrality, offer an ideal
platform for peace talks between the two
parties. Its perpetual armed neutrality and
consistent implementation thereof makes it
possible to act once more as peacemaker in
this situation. This makes it the more absurd that to date, we still have politicians
and administrators who are toying with the
idea of joining the EU. It is clearer to the
citizens of our country than to many a politician and negotiator that this step is tantamount to a liquidation of our direct democracy. There is also an international
dimension to the fact that the international community would lose a neutral place,
where states from all over the world can
meet for peace talks in conflicts.
1 August, the Swiss National Day, always provides an opportunity to reflect
on the strengths and weaknesses of our
country. The criticism heard again and
again in discussions with citizens primarily pivots on the discomfort generated by the lack of independence and selfassurance in our official representatives’

actions. Their currying favour with the
EU and their abandonment of their own
positions is not savoured. This chapter
includes Switzerland’s chief negotiator
with the EU Yves Rossier’s taking up no
clear position in the matter mentioned
before. He believes Switzerland’s neighbouring countries to be our “closest partners” and “democracies such as we are”.
This is surprising, because no other European democracy is built from the bottom up, and their “democratic participation” extends primarily to elections on
a recurring basis of usually every four
years. This fundamental difference has
to be spelt out very clearly to our EU negotiating partners, as well as, it would
seem, to the Swiss negotiators themselves. Completely different concepts
are underlying this difference, namely a
state which exists for its citizens as opposed to an expertocracy, in which elected or self-appointed elites are in charge
of the fate of millions of citizens without
having the slightest accountability concerning factual issues. In these matters
we are worlds apart from the other European states. We must never put at risk
our national characteristic features.
Thomas Kaiser
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manded that Switzerland submits to EU
law and to EU judges, that the agreements between Switzerland and the EU
are judged by EU judges where it is clear
in which direction those will decide then.
In fact, this would mean the colonization
of Switzerland. We would become an EU
satellite state, which is not a member, but
a EU colony, that can finance a bit, but
the decisions are made in the EU and not
in Switzerland, not on the basis of direct
democracy and not with the people. This
must not happen, by no means. We must
avoid this at all costs. Every Swiss citizen who wants this institutional integration abandons his sovereignty and makes
himself completely dependent from Brussels, unable to intervene, without having
a say in anything. This is sheer madness.
However, the EU demands of Switzerland
to clear the institutional issue if they want
further agreements with the EU. What
does it mean for Switzerland, if there will
be no further agreements with the EU?
I do not see a single field in politics, in
which we would need new agreements
with the EU. However, the EU is very interested in our electricity. We have large
pumped storage and hydroelectric power
plants. The EU has an interest to be able
to fall back on them. It has an interest in
Switzerland in many other areas. From a
Swiss perspective, it does not need new
bilateral agreements. What we want of
course is a regulated relationship with
the EU. But that is in the mutual interest. We import more from the EU than
we export to the EU. Switzerland is the
EU states’ third largest trading partner
of states within Europe but outside the
European Union. Neither Switzerland nor
the EU have an interest in a contract-free
condition. If the border regions can export no longer, then hundreds of thousands of jobs would be at risk. So the
interest is mutual, this include land transport but also over 1 million EU citizens
who have found work in Switzerland. All
those things are in the interest of the EU.
So one can act at the same level and find
oneself with the EU. Saying that Switzerland must concede everywhere is pure
scaremongering. We are not many people, but we are a strategically important
country in the heart of Europe. We can
also play our aces.
Why does the Swiss side repeatedly emphasize the weakness of Switzerland?
What is the goal? Do they pursue joining the EU despite paying lip service?
When today the Swiss Ambassador to the
EU brags about having deposited the application for the EU membership of Swit-
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zerland in Brussels in the early 90s, I do
wonder what is actually going on here?
It is quite obvious that direct democracy
is a thorn in the side of lots of members
of the federal administration, but also in
federal politics. They would prefer to dictate without participation of the citizens
how things are to go and they also feel
the urge to play along with the big boys,
to sit at a table with David Cameron,
with Angela Merkel and with François
Hollande. Then they also feel a bit important. This is a driving force for the officials. There would be new great jobs for
them in Brussels. In Brussels politicians
might do as they like, completely unobserved by their constituents, and make a
lot of money. In doing so they completely
forget the common good of the country,
direct democracy, neutrality, the quality of life of Switzerland’s population, all
would that be lost if we became a member in the EU.
Is it really clear to all citizens what is
connected with the “institutional issue”?
The question then is not whether one is
an EU member or not. Due to the institutional integration into the EU, the difference is not very large. You have to join
everything, even if you are only an unofficial member, you have to accept the
EU court decisions. Where is the difference then? Here we are at a very dangerous point, so it is important to inform the
people what it is really about. A lot of
people think, “everybody is against joining the EU, then that’s no problem.” That
is precisely the strategy of these “EUfriends”, they want to make Switzerland
part of the EU while disregarding the
people’s will.
The argument, which can be heard again
and again, if Switzerland was a member
of the EU, it could also have a say, does
this not convince you?
This is a complete illusion. Switzerland
would have only few seats in the EU parliament of over 700 MPs. It would have
one vote in the Council of Ministers
among probably 30 states then. The small
states, this is obvious, are always outvoted in the EU. With the Lisbon Treaty
they have effectively abolished the veto.
As a single state you can no longer block
an unpleasant development. Even if you
vote “No”, you have to adopt the law or
the decision. The example of Ireland has
shown what happens when the population is against a development in the EU.
The country as well as the electors are
put under pressure until the desired voting result (desired by the EU) is achieved.
Direct democracy, which is vital for our
state, which is a lifeline line, namely,
that the people are the supreme authority,
would be gone.
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What would it look like?
An example: If the European Union decides to introduce gene technology in
agriculture, the Swiss People may after
all vote ten times on this issue and declare that they don’t want it. It will be
of no use. EU-law will be applied and
we will have to allow genetically engineered food also in our agriculture. We
would give up this participation in all
fields, which are decided by the EU. We
would lose an enormous part of our quality of living. We would have to raise the
level of interest rates, we would have to
pay milliards, the added value tax would
be doubled. At the end there would be
a levelling downwards which would lead
to poverty in Switzerland. And there is
something else: There are a lot of critics
in many EU-states. I am in contact with
a lot of them and it is obvious that they
pay attention to Switzerland as an example. They note that our state is working
properly also without the EU, even much
better: There are less unemployed, more
prosperity, more participation for the
population than there is in Brussels. If it
didn’t exist, on what should the EU-critics orient themselves?
You mentionned also the neutrality before; it would only persist on paper.
It’s quite obvious. Our neutrality would be
gone. The EU puts enormous pressure on
Switzerland, to make it take part in the
sanctions against Russia. But we don’t
want it.
What is Switzerland able to do in this situation?
I’m opposed to apply sanctions. I don’t want
to speak in favour of Russia or the Ukraine,
but neither in favour of the EU or the USA
or whoever. It has always been Switzerland’s
role not to side with this or the other side.
Switzerland’s function is to act as intermediary, to conclude a peace treaty, to try to
give humanitarian help or whatever is needed. You are only reliable, if you are neutral towards both sides. And this means not
to take part in sanctions against Russia. We
are not allowed to do so. It is very important for Switzerland that we are appreciated
as a reliable negotiating partner. We are not
allowed to squander, above all not in a situation, in which nothing is cleared and the
propaganda is operating at full swing. Also
here Switzerland may be an important signal
for other countries, which realize that one is
not obliged to participate everywhere.
What could Switzerland contribute to the
peace process in the Ukraine?
I myself was in the Ukraine two years
ago. I appreciate the country and its people very much. I drove through the whole
continued on page 3
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Is Germany being forced to the front by the USA?
US bill provides for close US-German “cooperation” in the confrontation with Russia
by Karl Müller
We owe it the former senior American
government official and today’s publicist Paul Craig Roberts, to have obtained
knowledge about a bill of 22 US senators
– almost half of all Senate members.1 The
bill has the title - distorting the facts to
the opposite – “To prevent further ‘Russian aggression’ toward Ukraine and other
sovereign states in Europe and Eurasia,
and for other purposes» and can be read
under https://beta.congress.gov/113/bills/
s2277/BILLS-113s2277is.pdf.
Paul Craig Roberts comments as follows: “The existence of this ‹Russian aggression› is alleged, but not proven. There
are neither (Russian) position papers nor
documents from which one could derive
a Russian expansion drive of whatever nature.”
Particularly interesting concerning
this bill (see box) is that the close “cooperation” with Germany is to be codified. The citizens of Germany haven’t yet
been asked about their opinion that. Who
in German government and German politics knows anything about the matter, is
not yet known.
The bill provides for a stronger role of
the US armed forces in Europe and Eurasia. The bases of missile defense on Russia’s borders, which should absorb the
strategic Russian missiles, is to be built
more rapidly. More money is to be spent
on upgrading the armament of Poland and
the Baltic States. Billions of dollars are to
be pumped into NGOs in Russia to destabilize Russia in the same way as was performed in the Ukraine. The armed forces
and intelligence services of Ukraine are to
be massively expanded, and the Ukraine,
Georgia and Moldova are to be incorporated into NATO. Through the expansion of
US gas exports to Europe the previous import of Russian natural gas is to be largely
replaced and a dependency on the US-gas
shall be created.
“Cooperation” with Germany means de
facto that Germany’s policy towards Russia should follow American guidelines.
Whereas Zbigniew Brzezinski in his book
“The Grand Chessboard. American Prima-

cy and It’s Geostrategic Imperatives” written in the late nineties, still assumed that
France together with Germany would be
the European continental powers, which
are the most important for the American
domination of the Eurasian mainland2 and
that starting from France and Germany a
wedge could be driven to the Russian borders via Poland and the Ukraine3, Washington now seems to focus entirely on
Germany! This is not because Germany is
particularly estimated in Washington (see
NSA activities, of which Germany is particularly affected), but it is considered as
a clever move:
• Germany is regarded in Washington as
“an unreliable fellow”, which must become more involved again.
• Germany has had good relations with
Russia so far, which now are to be destroyed.
• In Washington scarcely anybody cares
in case Germany had to pay the highest
price for the confrontation with Russia.

”‘Switzerlands’s role is …’”
continued from page 2

That would be a model for Ukraine’s future, so that it could exist as an independent country. A truly free country with direct democracy, federalism, in which the
various regions are equally represented and can decide. It would be Switzerland’s task to show them that. So there
could be a solution. Otherwise, Ukraine
will probably fall apart. Then there will
be two states. But if they want to stay together, it is just like in Switzerland. We

Ukraine by car. I also spoke with politicians from the Ukraine, on both sides,
Ukrainian and Russian. They all were
very interested in the Swiss model: Concerning the autonomy of the regions, how
to handle two languages in one country,
the question of sovereignty in taxation
matters and democracy in the communes.

Similarly as once before in history? As a
historian, you have learned that history does
not repeat itself. Nevertheless analogies are
obvious. Today it is scientifically proven that
USA circles helped to build up Hitler-Germany, especially to allow this Hitler-Germany to go to war against the Soviet Union4
and thereby to leiminate the communist Soviet Union and the still too powerful and
seemingly unpredictable Germany.
Today, the still unbroken American desire to dominate the world are transported
into the public – rhetorically embellished
– by a number of influential German politicians such as Federal President Joachim
Gauck.
But still the vast majority of Germans
do not anything like that. A look at Germany (see article on page 13) shows that for
the people the shoe pinches elsewhere. And
that it would be the responsibility and duty
of the political class, to search for socially
continued on page 4

Extract of the bill S. 2277, page 13, Section 105
SEC. 105. Strengthened United States –
German cooperation on global and European security issues
(a) Policy – It is the policy of the United
States Government to work closely with
the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany on issues related to global and European security, particularly in
light of ongoing events in Europe and
Eurasia.
(b) United States – German Global and
European Security Working Group – The
President shall establish a United States
– German Global and European Security Working Group to focus on areas of
mutual concern, including addressing
the ongoing situation in Ukraine and
to increase the political, economic, and
military cooperation between the two
states, including additional intelligence
sharing between the two states.
(c) Regular Meetings – The working
group required to be established under
subsection (b) shall meet not less than
annually at the Secretary level or above,

semi-annually at the Deputy Secretary
level or above, and quarterly at the Assistant Secretary level or above.
(d) Authorization of Appropriations –
There is authorized to be appropriated
to the Secretary of State $5,000,000 for
each of fiscal years 2015 through 2017 to
carry out the activities described under
subsections (b) and (c).
(e) Report – Not later than 180 days
after the date of the enactment of this
Act, and annually thereafter, the President shall submit to the appropriate
congressional committees a report on
the meetings of the working group required to be established under subsection (b), including a description of the
specific issues discussed and decisions
made by the working group, and its efforts to improve, expand, and deepen
the relationship between the United
States Government and the Government
of the Federal Republic of Germany.
Source: https://beta.congress.gov/
bill/113th-congress/senate-bill/2277/text

can only see the impact of this model, if
we continue to remain an independent,
neutral and directly democratic country,
and that is only possible without closer
ties with the EU, be it as official or unofficial member.
Mr National Councillor Reimann, thank
you very much for the interview.
•
(Interview Thomas Kaiser)
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US sanctions – an economic war
against European “partners”?
by Rita Müller-Hill, historian
In its business section of 2 August, the
“Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung” headlines “German car manufacturers feel
Russian crisis. Drop in sales aggravating.
Ifo Institute doubts effectiveness of sanctions.” In the article it is clearly stated that
Russia is not damaged by the sanctions.
Neither are the Russian banks. So, who
then is damaged by them?
Let’s take a look back: economic sanctions against Iran.
France has traditionally had good economic relations with Iran. Those were the “remnants” of General de Gaulle’s once independent foreign policy, discredited by USA
and Brussels. Under pressure of the transatlantic “friend”, this has now been abandoned by the new compliant French elites,
on the pretext of fighting Iran’s production
of a nuclear programme. This was, to a large
extent, detrimental to the French economy.
French media saw the preparation of a future sales market for the USA therein.
In April 2012, Peugeot withdrew from
the Iranian market because of the pressures of his new partner General Motors
and the lobby group “United Against Nuclear Iran”. Thereafter, France slipped
from the 4th place to the 15th place in the
ranking of trading partners with Iran.1
Since 1978 Peugeot, with 30% of market shares, was well represented in the Iranian market and in 2011, via its Iranian
partner company Iran Khodro, Peugeot
sold 458,000 cars in parts, which were assembled in Iran. In France, Peugeot sold
about 440,000 cars at the same time. In the
course of its merger with General Motors
Peugeot was forced to suspend the supply
of spare parts to Iran. “Le Monde”2 asked
the Iranian ambassador in France about
this. Ali Ahani confirmed that General
Motors, which is close to the lobby group
“United Against Nuclear Iran” had exerted
pressures on its French partner.
On 26 July 2013, Renault’s General
Manager Carlos Tavares announced that
“President Obama gave the order to cease
activities in Iran”.3

Renault was going to increase its market shares (10%) in Iran, and had announced to remain there after Peugeot’s
withdrawal, a fact that counteracted the
sales slump in the American and European market (24% in France). But less than
a year after Peugeot’s withdrawal from
Iran, Renault then also left, despite its announcement of wanting to stay there. On
23 July 2013 Iran Khodro had still announced the conclusion of a contract for
the construction of the small car “Clio”
in the country.4 The European Union’s
decision, to refuse the Iranian banking
sector access to the new network SWIFT
(Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication), aggravated the
situation.
These decisions show the American
strategy to close the Iranian markets for
foreign, especially for French companies.
Certainly enough, on 3 June 2013, a few
days before Hassan Rohani’s election, the
United States initiated a new law: President Obama has signed the “Executive
Order Act 13645”, particularly focusing
on the automotive sector.5
Michel Makinsky of the France Business School in Poitiers believes that the
interests of the French automotive industry were directly targeted and that
it is Obama’s goal to purge the Iranian
market of any foreign competitors in on
the off chance that a rapprochement between Washington and Tehran might be
achieved.6
A French negotiator confirmed to the
“Figaro” that Obama with this Executive
Order, “aims at a real cleansing of the Iranian automotive market, which already
prepares itself for the American industrialists before the political trade between Tehran and Washington” is concluded.7
By examining the composition and
the strategy of the powerful lobby group
“United Against Nuclear Iran” (UANI)8
the American strategy becomes clear. This
organisation is composed partly of former high-ranking politicians and neocon-

servative military members (among others Richard Holbrooke, Jim Wolsey, CIA),
who have close ties to the American intelligence service, as well as to the British,
the German and the Israeli one. This is
what Alexandre Mandil said in his article
for the Fondation Prometheus.9
The consequences for Renault were not
long in coming: The 746 million profit in
the first trimester of 2012 declined to 39
million of the same period in 2013, because a commission of 512 million euro
had to be paid for ceasing the activities.
The automotive sector is not the only sector affected. Total too, had to pay 400 million dollar to the American authorities on
29 May 2013, so that the latter withdrew
their corruption accusations in the framework of the Treaties with Iran.10
At the same time the United States are
feathering their own nests. The American exports to Iran have increased by 50% in recent
years, while those of Europe decreased by
half, since the establishment of the oil embargo. Via middlemen, especially Turkish,
the Americans sell computers, telephones,
Coca-Cola and other consumer goods.11 •

orchestrated-ukrainian-crisis-war-paul-craigroberts/; German translation by “Luftpost.
Friedenspolitische Mitteilungen aus der USMilitärregion Kaiserslautern/Ramstein” from
05.08.2014 (http://www.luftpost-kl.de/luftpost-archiv/LP_13/LP11714_050814.pdf)

ler” (in German translation entitled “Wallstreet und
der Aufstieg Hitlers”, first published in 2008). This
was followed by books in German language such
as those of Walter Hofer and Herbert R. Reginbogin in 2001, “Hitler, der Westen und die Schweiz
1936–1945” (Hitler, the West and Switzerland from
1936 to 1945), by Eva Schweizer in 2004, “Amerika
und der Holocaust. Die verschwiegene Geschichte”
(America and the Holocaust. The unspoken history)
or by Guido Giacomo Preparata, in 2010, “Wer Hitler mächtig machte. Wie britisch-amerikanische Finanzeliten dem Dritten Reich den Weg bereiteten”
(Who made Hitler powerful. How British-American financial elites prepared the way for the Third
Reich).

”Is Germany being forced …”
continued from page 3

just and democratic solutions. To drive instead the own country into a confrontation
for foreign interests and with incalculable
outcome, is a politically criminal act.
•

2

Zbigniew Brezinski. The Grand Chessboard.
American Primacy and It’s Geostrategic Imperatives. 1997, there especially the chapter “The Democratic Bridgehead”, pp. 57

3

ibid map on page 85
In 1974, as one of the first the British historian Antony C. Sutton had submitted evidence for this thesis in his book “Wall Street and the Rise of Hit-
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Original from 24.07.2014: www.paulcraigroberts.org/2014/07/24/washington-escalating-
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“We can observe the connection between oil, gas and
NATO in the Ukraine conflict in its purest form”
Interview with Dr Daniele Ganser
The Ukraine conflict is about the next
step of NATO extension,according to the
NATO expert Daniele Ganser. Germany
has to go along, as the Americans have
the supreme command and aim at avoiding the emergence of a new MoscowBerlin axis. To attain this end the United States are playing the EU countries off
against each other – in order to be able to
further control them.
NATO is the largest and most influential military alliance of all times. The
“Deutsche Wirtschafts Nachrichten” (German Economic News) interviewed the historian and NATO expert Daniele Ganser
about NATO’s structure, Germany’s role
in the organisation, its influence in the EU
and its role in the Ukraine conflict.
Deutsche Wirtschafts Nachrichten: The
Dane Rasmussen will soon retire as
NATO Secretary General. The Norwegian
Stoltenberg will probably be his successor. What is the Europeans’ influence in
NATO according to your opinion?
Dr Daniele Ganser: I think the influence of the Europeans in NATO is small,
because the NATO is led by the United
States. This becomes obvious in that the
Europeans are always allowed to take the
role of the Secretary General, and he appears quite often in the media in Europe.
That’s why one gets the impression, the
Secretary General is the most important
person of the NATO. But that’s not true!
The SACEUR (Supreme Allied Commander Europe) is a much more influential post in NATO and is always taken
by an American General. This military
command is far more powerful than the
public post of the Secretary General. The
former US President Nixon said once:
“NATO is the only international organisation that works. “And that is because it
is a military organisation and the United
States are at the top.”
Through which channels does NATO enforce its interests in the EU?
In all NATO member states NATO has
its NATO ambassadors. The ambassadors
are sent by each country to get information, what NATO wants next. The channels work such that NATO – and mainly United States – say: That’s what things
are like and now you have to do this and
that. At least it was like this at the time
of 9/11 and the war against Afghanistan.
The Europeans simply obey most of the
time. They never said: We need to have
an own development. A common EU foreign and security policy does not real-

“It’s a question we will have to answer in economic history and
in contemporary history: Is this an event such as 1953, when
the US intelligence service CIA and British intelligence MI-6
overthrew the Government of Mossadegh in Iran, because he
had nationalized the oil? At that time they had disguised agents
as alleged terrorists, who carried out attacks and spread chaos
across the country. It is called “strategy of tension”, aiming at
so intentionally creating chaos and tensions to cause the fall of
a government; this is something that works, which is historically demonstrated.”
ly work. They are always a bit torn between the two sides: Should we go with
the Americans into Iraq? The British did it
but the French did not. Or shall we bomb
the OPEC country Libya together with the
Americans? The French did, the Germans
didn’t. The United States are very well
able to play the different European countries off. At the moment they play Germany off against Russia, of course in the
American interest. This is the old system
of “divide et impera” – “divide and control”. It is not Washington’s goal that the
EU and Russia cooperate and establish a
large economic area, which has the largest
oil and gas reserves. That would indeed
not be in the interest of the United States.
Due to the lack of transparency, it is difficult to figure out how the funding of
NATO works in detail. Recently Dutch
parliamentarians had to realize this. Do
you know anything definite concerning
NATO’s financing?
No, because the NATO is actually not
a transparent organisation. I share this
frustration of Dutch parliamentarians,
because I myself tried to elicit information about NATO’s Secret Armies. One
simply ignored my questions and did not
respond at all. Some people think that
NATO is a democratic and transparent
organisation. But it is not. It is a military
organisation that always tries to guard
its secrets. The Pentagon’s budget is ultimately relevant for the financing, and it
amounts to about $700 billion annually,
or about $2 billion a day. Then of course
the question of whether a Pentagon-day
is also a NATO-day, or how they allocate
this. But these are accounting operations,
and you can reckon it either way.
What is NATO’s role in the Ukraine conflict?

I am of the opinion that the conflict in the
Ukraine concerns the NATO essentially as
well as the gas ressources. NATO has been
moving eastward since 1990. The first step
was taking the GDR off the Warsaw Pact
and incorporating it in NATO. At that time
Gorbachev’s consent was needed. This fusion of the FRG and the GDR – which is
very valuable and I welcome very much –
was only possible because Russia approved
the admission of the reunited Germany to
NATO. But the Russians also said that they
do not want that NATO continues to extend
further. And Gorbachev said that NATO
had assured that towards him.
But NATO has not kept its word. NATO
took Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania on
board as well as Poland, Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Slovenia, the Czech Republic and Slovakia. This was even followed by Albania and Croatia. If you look
at it from a Russian perspective, NATO
hasn’t kept its word; and now it’s trying
to fit in the still missing building blocks –
Ukraine and Georgia – and in order to encircle Russia.
The Western media always claim: the
Russians are completely irrational and behave weird. But, in fact, they behave like
a chess player, who is losing step by step
– here a tower, there a knight and there a
pawn. The Russians feel threatened. And
this expansion of NATO is not even mentioned in the Western media and not even
taken note of. You can communicate this
easily, by taking a NATO map at hand and
comparing 1990 and 2014.
Is NATO only aiming at the military encirclement of Russia, or is it out for the
country’s resources, as well?
That’s the same thing. Ranking first
in the world’s oil production are Ruscontinued on page 6
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sia and Saudi Arabia. The Russians produce about 10 million barrels per day.
The Saudis produce also around 10 million barrels per day. Area-wise Russia is
the largest country in the world and has
huge natural gas reserves. The battle for
the global oil and natural gas reserves
is also the struggle about Russia. Putin
does definitely not want the Ukraine to
join NATO. From the Russian point of
view, the downfall of Yanukovich was orchestrated by Western intelligence agencies. To see it the way Putin does or any
other way, it doesn’t matter. But from his
point of view, it is now legitimate to say:
When the winter comes, I can switch off
your gas. Or I can say: You owe me more
money for that gas. In other words, we
can observe this connection between oil,
gas and NATO in its purest form in the
Ukraine conflict.
What evidence is there that the upheaval
in Ukraine was orchestrated by Western
intelligence services?
What we know so far is this: 2014 is the
year when Yanukovych was dismissed
and Poroshenko was installed. This is a
fact. And if we look a bit closer, we come
to the finer points. When is he deposed?
He is deposed in February 2014. And
now we come to the crux of it, namely
the escalation of protests by the Maidan snipers. It’s interesting to note: According to the information I have – the
snipers shot both protesters and police
officers. And that’s very unusual. It is
quite possible that it was an intelligence
action which was to throw the Ukraine
into chaos. What we have as an evidence
for this is the phone call between Urmas
Paet, Foreign Minister of Estonia, and
Catherine Ashton, EU High Representative. The conversation reveals, that not
Yanukovych, but someone from the new
coalition was behind the snipers of the
Maidan. The new coalition is the group
around Klitschko, Yatsenyuk and Poroschenko, which came to power after the
overthrow.
In case it turns out that Poroshenko has
come to power by snipers, we envisage a
government coup without understanding
it. It went so quickly, that we really have
to admit: we are too stupid to really understand it. However, it could be that Putin is
less stupid and has seen it the right way.
But I am not saying you should blindly
believe Putin, because he has his agenda
as well. It’s a question we will have to answer in economic history and in contemporary history: Is this an event such as
1953, when the US intelligence service
CIA and British intelligence MI-6 overthrew the Government of Mossadegh in
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Iran, because he had nationalized the oil?
At that time they had disguised agents as
alleged terrorists, who carried out attacks
and spread chaos across the country. It is
called “strategy of tension”, aiming at so
intentionally creating chaos and tensions
to cause the fall of a government; this is
something that works, which is historically demonstrated.
NATO increasingly performs maneuvres
in recent months. Because of one of these
NATO maneuvres, even air traffic control failed in several European countries.
Is this only military presence or is there
more behind the troop movements?
Just generally, I can say that on the side of
Russia as well as on the side of the NATO
military presence is being increased.
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most powerful air force, by number, type,
and modernity. That’s the United States.
It owns the world reserve currency. That’s
the dollar, so once again the United States.
And finally the United States have most
military bases worldwide, not only Guantánamo, Diego Garcia and Afghanistan,
but also Ramstein, etc. Also important:
The empire dominates the media and ensures favourable reporting. And this is the
position of Germany: It is located in a subordinate position within the American empire, and most German media don’t dare
to state that openly. By the way, Switzerland is not much better off. The US empire exerts pressure on Switzerland, but at
least we are not a member of NATO and
have not any American military bases –
we Swiss do not want this.

“NATO doesn’t want to talk about it. It doesn’t want any critical discussion about 9/11 and about operation Gladio. It’s just
trying to suppress these issues. But I think they will fail in the
long-term, because we live in the information age. The longer,
the more people are able to develop different perspectives on an
issue, and that is a good thing.”
However, contrary to the belief of many
commentators, I think we are not yet facing the third world war like in the days of
the Cuban missile crisis of 1962. But we
are in a situation of deep distrust. Moscow
and Washington distrust each other, and
Berlin is caught in between.
There are several key NATO bases, including the US airbase Ramstein and the
AFRICOM headquarters in Stuttgart in
Germany. What role does Germany currently and in the future play in NATO’s
strategy?
Germany is a junior partner of NATO, because the United States lead the NATO.
From the perspective of the United States,
Germany is an occupied country. This
hurts of course, if you read that as a German reader, but that’s the present situation, nevertheless. We have American
bases in Germany and the US military
intelligence service NSA monitors the
mobile of Chancellor Merkel. And if the
Americans say: Let’s go to the HinduKush, then the German soldiers have to
go out and shoot Afghans, although they
never had a problem with them previously.
That means, unfortunately, Germany has
taken over the position of a vassal. And
Germany has a hard time, to liberate itself
from this position.
The reason is a very simple one: the
United States are the empire. The empire is the largest economy in the world
measured by the GDP. That is the US. It
owns most of all aircraft carriers and the

But Switzerland, as well as Finland, is
member of a NATO affiliate organization
…
… the “Partnership for Peace”, yes. Switzerland is severely criticized, and rightly
so, because we definitely don’t want to become a NATO member. It is true, some
politicians want this indeed, but the Swiss
population does not. If there was a vote, it
would be rejected by a majority, because
the Swiss population is against the NATO
aggression. Switzerland’s opinion towards
the United States has changed greatly to
the negative, in recent years.
The United States are perceived here
as more hypocritical the more the longer,
because they cause economic wars worldwide. They have monitored the data transfer of the world – especially the SWIFT
data – with the help of the US intelligence
organisation NSA and use this data against
the Swiss banks UBS and Credit Suisse.
They are bad-mouthing the Swiss, because
Swiss banks have in fact helped American
citizens to evade taxes, what was wrong. At
the same time the Swiss watch but with astonishment that the tax evasion in the United States – so in Delaware or in England by
the trusts – is still possible. In this respect
the Swiss don’t understand that the United States morally show off against tax evasion, but leave their own loopholes open.
Therefore, the mood here is increasingly
anti-American.
continued on page 7
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1990

11 September 2001 plays a key role regarding NATO, because at that time it
came to the mutual defense clause under
Article 5. Is the mutual defense clause still
in force?
This is an interesting question. You would
have to ask NATO itself. There was a big
debate about after 9/11. Anyway, the mutual defense guarantee was proclaimed after
9/11, that is clear. The Americans came
over to Europe and said: That’s what it is
like, and now here we go to the Hindu Kush.
Then, 9/11 was a certain story that you either could swallow or not. It was the first
time that the mutual defense guarantee in
the history was invoked. This shows the role
of the empire, as well. It takes the right to
interpret historical events its own way. The
11 September attacks are disputed among
historians – there are various opinions on
the subject. But as soon a historian expresses his own view, he is shouted down as a
conspiracy theorist. And this means that we
are not allowed to say: Just a moment, there
are question marks concerning the activation of Article 5. NATO doesn’t want to talk
about it. It doesn’t want any critical discussion about 9/11 and about operation Gladio. It’s just trying to suppress these issues.
But I think they will fail in the long-term,
because we live in the information age. The
longer, the more people are able to develop
different perspectives on an issue, and that
is a good thing.
•

2009

Dr Daniele Ganser is historian and peace
researcher. He explores the topics of energy, war and peace from a geopolitical
perspective. His focus thereby is international contemporary history since 1945,
intelligence and special forces, covert
warfare and geostrategy as well as peak
oil and resource wars. His book “NATO’s
Secret Armies – Operation Gladio and
Terrorism in Western Europe” was published in 2005 and translated into ten languages.
Source: Deutsche Wirtschafts Nachrichten DWN
29.7.2014, (http://deutsche-wirtschafts-nachrichten.de/2014/07/14/nato-experte-aus-sichtder- usa-ist-Deutschland-ein-besetztes-land)
(Translation Current Concerns)
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Enlargement of NATO from 1990 to 2009.
(Graphics: Current Concerns/roho, 2014)
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Nastrovje!

200 years of partnership and diplomatic relations between Russia and Switzerland
by Urs Knoblauch, culture publicist, Fruthwilen TG

The Swiss and Russian post-offices commemorate their 200 years of cooperation with a joint special stamps edition.
The traditional cooperation is not only an
event for stamp collectors, but in our days
it is a valuable cultural contribution to a
peaceful and constitutional interaction
of two states. With delight we read the
heading “Nastrovje” in the official Swiss
stamp magazine “Die Lupe” (2/2014).
This Russian welcome shall be translated
here as “for the common good”: “For 200
years, Russia and Switzerland have maintained a diplomatic relationship. During
the Second World War, it was dissolved
for a short time, but it was restored later,
and developed in a stable manner since
then. Over the last decades the relations
achieved new dimensions and the niveau
of a long-standing partnership. The links
between the two countries are steadily
being solidified, and the contacts between
the people – due to the growing exchanges in the fields of culture, higher education, sports and tourism – are increasing.
For the decadal anniversary of this relationship a special edition is being issued in which Switzerland and Russia appear with major symbols of each
capital. For Switzerland the “Zytgloggeturm” of Berne’s old town was illustrated for the 1,00 stamp and the “Kazansky Tower and –station” in Moscow for

the 1,40 stamp and a matching punch designed by Kaspar Eigensatz (Berne). On
the Russian stamp sheets the two beautiful dials of the tower clocks were illustrated largely, combined with small representations of the tower. These stamps and
also the artistic punch were designed by
Sergey Ulianovskiy. The historical background of the two buildings are very interesting, as the historical buildings often
give a good insight into the cultural history of past centuries. Thus the Zytgloggeturm was a guard tower at the beginning of the 13th century. With the growth
of the city, the tower moved more and
more into the center and was used as a
prison in the 15th century, later as a clock
tower. In the 16 th century decrees and
regulations of the city of Berne were
posted in the arch of the gate. Later the
tower was successfully integrated into
the cityscape. Berne’s citizens and visitors enjoy the specially beautiful chimes,
the cheerful mechanical merry-go-round
of bears, lions and a cockerel and the
God of time “Chronos” up to this day.
The imposing Kazansky Station’s tower
in Moscow has an exciting history as
well.The tower belongs to one of the eight
biggest stations of the huge city and was
built in 1862. The station was originally
just a small wooden house and was renovated again and again in different stages

and increasing demands. “With the extension of the railway line eastwards to the
Volga metropolis of Kazan – name giver
of the station – and the significantly increasing number of passengers the station
had to be expanded again.” In 1918, after
the nationalization of the railways, the
construction of the present station building was started. The huge building with
the clock tower, the underground terminal
halls and local transport lines with access
to the subway. were completed in 1940.
A great performance by a big number of
people from all professional areas.
Small models with a big impact
These stamps are miniature works of art
and can provide valuable cultural insights
and form peace-building bridges. Today
this is more necessary than ever.
The thought of our family’s stamp collection evokes fond memories. Especially today it is an obligation for a family to
augment their writing postcards and letters with content and to focus attention on
these unifying small works of art, in addition to the rapid and often impersonal
electronics. That would be a great cultural
contribution!
•
Information: www.post.ch. The stamps are available for Philately until 30.6.2015, while supplies
last; from 21.5.2014 also at post offices.
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“Only all together can we solve that which concerns all”
The prinicples of transparency and participation have to be maintained
in the internet, too – Marc Elsberg’s novel “Zero”
in the spirit of Dürrenmatt’s “The physicists”
by Thomas Schaffner

Shouldn’t the “Open-Source”-movement be supported in the
virtual world for the same reasons why democracy knows the
division of powers, to prevent power from corrupting leaders,
and direct democracy knows the referendum and initiatives to
prevent representatives from suddenly serving other masters and
forgetting their electorates?
Cyber warfare, social networks, smart
phones, data glasses etc. are terms that
have been making headlines; for some
time already. We are right in the middle
of an ongoing revolutionary transformation of our world by means of electronics and information technology (IT). Historians talk about a transition from the
third to the fourth industrial revolution1.
But unlike history researchers who adhere to some kind of biologist or materialist determinism – which means they
endorse a reductionist view of mankind –
those committed to a personal approach
such as Adlerian Individual Psychology
will know that history is always made by
people and people therefore are always capable of, and obliged to, monitoring the
inventions made by their fellow human
beings with all consequences. Technical
inventions have always had a profound
impact on people’s living together. And in
every case, discoveries or inventions made
by human beings may be used for the sake
of individual and social welfare – or misused by certain sick minds in order to gain
power. This phenomenon is referred to as
“dual use”, twofold utilization or options
for use. Nuclear fission with its utilization
for peaceful, if not totally harmless energy production on the one hand, and illegal
weapons systems on the other hand, certainly comes to mind first in this regard;
illegal according to international law because nuclear bombs always kill indiscriminately and serve as weapons of aggression.
The world of advisory apps …
The virtual world of “cyberspace” constitutes another, by now no longer new, invention. Referred to as “Arpanet” in its
beginnings as the “Advanced Research
Project Agency” (ARPA), a project of the
US ministry of defense aiming at creating a network between universities and
research facilities, it soon developed into
something all of us use today: an unlimited world of new ways to commu-

nicate. There is no journalist today who
wouldn’t use search engines, almost no
small or medium enterprise without their
own homepage and e-mail address – and
a growing number of people who are always on-line, carrying their smart devices. Who wouldn’t want to have a fast, easy
tool to access important information about
things concerning one’s own life, a socalled “application software” or “App”?
A Rega-App, for instance, in case something happens to oneself or a dear one?
Who wouldn’t like to quickly have a look
at the online railroads timetable? Or announce a delay with two quick lines? Or
make an appointment and actually find
one another – on holidays, on a day-out, a
school excursion, when looking for a cinema. Why not quickly consult the program
again and learn where one could go for a
meal after the performance?
And there comes an entirely new world:
the world of advisory apps. Little helpers,
preventing a lot of harm. Should I take an
umbrella with me? Ask your Meteo-App.
Should I turn left or right? The GPS not
only points in the right direction, it gently
corrects my mistakes and always knows
where I happen to be. Forgotten what I
was doing on Monday two weeks ago at
6 p.m.? No problem, my smart thing has
kept track of everything, including exact
time and location. Wanna lose weight?
No prob with diet-app. Miss or Mr Right
never turned up? Here, too, electronics
help without much ado.
… and the “dual use”
of the “world wide web”
Can’t stop thinking of Big data, why bother? Of NSA? Or FISA, FISC, PRISM,
INDECT, all those advanced surveillance technologies and secret courts of
the West? 2 Or the internet-based controlling systems in Russia and China?3 Of
the small-print paragraphs at Facebook,
Google, Twitter and whatever they may be
called, the electronic free-of-charge services? Free of charge because they don’t

ISBN 978-3-7645-0492-2
pay for all our data. Which we surrender voluntarily, for whatever purpose they
might want to use them. Why bother, who
needs to hide anything? After all we are
just decent people.
But still: People get scared when learning about the millions of computers getting hacked and abused for attacks. How
millions of data sets can get into the
wrong hands. How e-banking code words
get hacked by criminals. How internet
searches get personalized by the provider so that other users wouldn’t find the
same sources on their screens in the same
search. When one gets the impression that
advertisements popping up seem to be related to previous searches.
Yet despite all these concerns, troubling
the average world wide web user, hasn’t
our world become a more transparent
place? Hierarchies less steep, democracy
more prevalent worldwide? Isn’t it possible to detect crimes more rapidly, discover
manipulations and misuse of power more
quickly, since more people are constantly
on the watch, in fact more than in any time
in world history? And is it not true that
anybody has the opportunity to contribute
to the pluralistic opinion forming process
by conveying his or her personal thoughts
and worldviews on a homepage, a blog,
on an account at one of the big social netcontinued on page 10
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works? Doesn’t the world get richer if everybody carries smart phone, soon even
data glasses with camera, at all times?
Video clips from around the world cover
daily events; with perspectives and preferences of the video makers differing, will
this not result in a more objective picture,
at least in synopsis? Or does this do away
with the private sphere for good, turning
the right of one’s own opinion into an illusion from the old days? What if the private sphere didn’t actually exist any longer, already today? Just think of all those
surveillance cameras in the public space,
used by the police to fight crimes more efficiently but also leading to the transparent citizen. Since we have learnt from Edward Snowden’s leaked documents that
the NSA and their “Five Eyes” partner services know more about all of us than we
ever dreamed of, shouldn’t the surveillers
be surveyed as well, as Snowden suggests
– from below, that is?
“Open-Source”-movement –
direct-democratic tool in the net?
Shouldn’t the “Open-Source”-movement
be supported in the virtual world for the
same reasons why democracy knows the
division of powers, to prevent power from
corrupting leaders, and direct democracy knows the referendum and initiatives
to prevent representatives from suddenly
serving other masters and forgetting their
electorates? So that all programs and providers work without secret codes and all
users or citizens of this new world always
have transparency? Just like the principles
of transparency and publicity had been introduced as important pillars of democratic communities in the 19th century?
All these questions are raised in the new
book of best-seller author Marc Elsberg. It
bears the mysterious title “Zero”and the
subtitle “They Know, What you Do”. The
plot will not be told here, pure excitement is guaranteed – but also a more conscious use of those smart little electronic
helpers. How does the blurb read? “They
know WHO you are, WHERE you are,
and WHAT you will do next … London.
A young boy is chased and shot dead. His
death leads journalist Cynthia Bonsant to
the internet platform Freemee. It’s a platform that gathers and analyses data, promising millions of users a better and more
successful life and insights into their future. Only one person is suspicious about
this website and the power that it grants
to only a handful of people – ZERO, the
world’s most wanted online activist. Cynthia gets involved more and more in the
dark mechanisms of online surveillance,
and when her research takes her to New
York she herself becomes one of the
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haunted – and it is not only Freemee activists who want to put her to silence. In
a world full of cameras, data glasses and
smart phones, there is no escape ...”. Unless the whole thing is turned around and
modern technology used from below, by
the citizens, for the sake of the common
good, the bonum commune, and against
the arrogance of power …
How “Big Data octopuses” undermine
the credibility of their critics
Elsberg’s novel also takes account of the
recent events around Edward Snowden
and his accusations against the NSA, so
it is based on historical facts and up-todate for the newest technical opportunities. When the author introduces fiction he
does it to present different scenarios to the
reader – so that he or she may think about
how to shape this “brave new world” with
their fellow citizens in order to prevent it
from developing into a horror trip.
Just like the NSA attacked Snowden
“ad personam” in order to discredit him
– not even trying to counter his claims
as such – the same way critics are defamed in the novel “Zero” so that people
will not even consider that what they say
might be true. Along with the review of
Glenn Greenwald’s book about Snowden
this newspaper reprinted the East German
secret service guidelines “Stasi-Richtlinien 1/76” – just to remind ourselves of
the very scheme Elsberg cites when he as
a private security agent proposes how to
deal with critics of the Internet brainwashing activities: “We have to do better than
just undermine their credibility […]. You
know the old saying: People love treason
but they hate a traitor. We have to question
their characters, their motives and honesty.
Similar to how the government and their
allies did it with Edward Snowden, for instance. They framed his motives, his escape to China, his asylum in Russia and
some of his less fortunate quotes and so
they succeeded in picturing all his other
activities as treason as well. It worked
perfectly fine with many users.”(Elsberg,
p. 455)
Is it too demanding to break free?
The dilemma of freedom and security, those
ideas which are always interconnected and
never obtainable in pure simple form – because always one has to restrict oneself in
terms of freedom for the sake of security, or
vice versa, one celebrates freedom neglecting security – this basic dilemma of human
life Elsberg puts into the mouth of the founder of the Big data octopus Freemee, and as
one might expect from a cunning person
guided by the greed for money and power,
of course in a debasing way: “At the end
most people are lazy and prefer their security to freedom and independence. Things
they dont know how to use anyway.” (p. 456)
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These sentences resonate the very antithesis to Kant’s “Sapere aude!” or “Habe
den Mut, dich deines eigenen Verstandes
zu bedienen” (Dare to use your own
reason), his answer to the question “What
is enlightenment?”.
Big data octopuses such as Freemee
– feel free to associate real internet corporations with that – use findings of psychology, sociology and IT without bothering about ethical considerations and try
to automatize processes of thought and
decision making; behaviour may be predicted and manipulated that way. Readers
who think this is a simply too far-fetched
fear-mongering are reminded of real-life
references, key-word “data gathering supermarkets” who use their data of what
young women have previously bought and
at what date in order to predict pregnancies and even birth data with staggering
accuracy…
Human beings as stock market curves,
the internet user as the abused one
The journalist Cynthia Bonsant is a character in Elsberg’s novel who takes Kant’s
challenge seriously. When talking with
Carl Montik, the founder of the data gathering application program provider Freemee, she says about his customers: “They
get manipulated, screwed and lied to by
all of you data oligarchs. You keep talking about freedom and a better world but
all you care about is your money bag. I am
one of your stock market curves! Those
billions of people who keep thinking they
use their computers, tablets, smart phones
and data glasses all day long – in reality
it is the other way round, you use them!
They are your eyes on this moloch, your
remote controls for the billions of cells in
this mega-machine, which bags the money
for you!” (p. 384)
Montik replies to this accusation: “Objection. People use products which make
their lives easier. Volutarily. I don’t point
no guns at nobody’s head to make him use
Freemee. Neither do Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon and all the others. There
is no brain-washing. Don’t you have a
washing-machine and water-toilet at your
home? Do you still send messages by riding messengers? This is no different. It’s
called progress.” (p. 384)
What kind of progress do
we want as responsible citizens?
Throughout the plot of the novel readers have to face the question what kind of
progress they actually want. Because: Regardless of all automatisms it is still up
to the people to shape this progress – the
way they want it to be, so that human dignity and democratic values are placed in
the centre, and as a Swiss one might add,
continued on page 11
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especially direct democratic values and
tools.
With his enigmatic character Zero Elsberg succeeds in reminding people of the
question of data ownership – and Zero
ends all his statements in the net with his
Ceterum censeo: “By the way, big data octopuses have to be crashed.” He refers to
the data oligarchs, whom we have not a lot
to resist at the moment.
Of course, Elsberg doesn’t paint his figures all in Black and White. Among the
“evil” board members of the big data corporations there are in fact some thoughtful people. One of them states that modern
neoliberalism turns everything into a commodity, “including man, into a little cog of
the big machine”. (p. 344) And in a conversation with the founder of Freemee the
same character challenges Montik: “You
write the algorithms – or you instruct the
programmers. That way you decide how
values are phrased, analyzed and interpreted. It is up to you what health, happiness,
success and peace mean – for hundreds of
millions of people, probably billions in the
near future. And without any checks and
balances, that is! Free will is turned into
an illusion! Youre algorithms are the new
Ten Commandments! Only that nobody
knows about this!” (p. 343) His boss replies: “There have always been those who
have defined values in any society. Priests,
philosophers, scientists, politicians, lawyers, bankers, entrepreneurs.” (p. 343) The
answer to this elitist top-down-approach
is: “There have been a couple of revolutions in order to define values in a dialogue where all could participate. Land of
the free, remember?” (p. 343)
Consequences of new
technologies affect all of us
In the end the heroine of Elsberg’s
novel, the courageous journalist Cyn-
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thia Bonsant, poses the central question:
What can we do, as the world of commercial data gathering and mongering
is real and the clock cannot be turned
back? And at this point Elsberg continues the tradition of the Swiss playwright Friedrich Dürrenmatt. Dürrenmatt, too, liked to put the relevant topics
of his time on stage, for instance the development and testing of nuclear weapons in his tragic comedy “The physicists”. In his famous 21 theses about the
physicists he emphasized that all the
playwright could do was to fool his audience into having to face reality – but
he could neither force them to actually react to it or even solve its antagonisms. This may be applied to Elsberg’s
novel, too. Dürrenmatt goes on to state
that all stories or incidences had to be
followed to the very end, which always
had to include the worst possible consequence. Contingency plays an important role here. He pointed out that while
the content of physics may matter just to
the physicists, its consequences concern
all human beings. And: Only all together can we solve that which concerns all.
Any attempt of anybody to single-handedly solve on his or her own something
that concerns everybody, is doomed.
Keeping one’s eyes open and shape
reality or just getting rolled over?
This is exactly what Elsberg puts into
the mouth of his heroine’s daughter,
Viola, “digital native” – who belongs to
the generation who have grown up with
the Internet and IT – in a conversation
with her mother. Its starting point is the
thought mentioned earlier: Since there is
no turning back of the clock to a world
to before the world of commercial data
gathering and utilization, wouldn’t it be
better to create data management systems based on the “Open-Source”-principle, with program codes accessible to
everybody?
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Cynthia: “I don’t know if I want such
a vivisected society. This openness about
all relations in real-time, this world
without secrets and surprises. A world
where all and everybody is for sale.” The
daughter argues: “But this is already the
case, Mom. Question is only, who has
access and who benefits – intelligence
services and some secretive international
corporations, or all of us.” (p. 470)
Or all of us? Elsberg’s novel gives
some homework to us citizens: Of
course one cannot simply disregard
the whole modern electronic world, it
keeps existing whether one likes it or
not. Since it matters to all, all have to
contribute to the solution. If the citizens
chose not to do it, people like the fictional character Montik certainly will. Better get involved and bring the spaceship
back to the ground and define the rules
– so that we can hand a good world over
to our children with clear conscience, including a virtual one. A world in which
human dignity has the highest priority. •

1

2

3

The term “third industrial revolution” refers to
the use of electronics and information technology (IT) for further automation of the production,
starting from about 1969. The “fourth industrial revolution” based on the use of cyber-physical
systems is currently unfolding.
The terms are explained in detail in the appendix of the novel of Marc Elsberg discussed in
this article, pp. 473
Daniel Wechlin. Der Kreml knebelt das Internet.
In: “Neue Zürcher Zeitung” from 7.8.2014.

Literature:
Marc Elsberg. Zero – Sie wissen, was du tust. Munich 2014. ISBN 978-3-7645-0492-2.
Friedrich Dürrenmatt. Die Physiker. Zurich 1962
(first publication) and revised in 1980 in Diogenes
Verlag. In the appendix p. 91–93: 21 points to the
physicists. ISBN 3 257 20837 5.
Glenn Greenwald. Die globale Überwachung. Der
Fall Snowden, die amerikanischen Geheimdienste
und die Folgen. Munich 2014. ISBN 978-3-42627635-8.
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The Wikipedia File – Wrong information
and propaganda in the Online Encyclopedia
Many people were shocked to learn the
news that the publishers of renowned
encyclopedia have decided to stop their
print edition, such as the Encyclopædia
Britannica, the publishing of which came
to an end in 2012, after 244 years, or the
German Brockhaus this year, after it had
been issued since the mid 19th century.
The reason for that is Wikipedia, an online encyclopedia which has been become
so widely used in the last ten years that
the printed reference books were not sufficiently in demand. They were no longer
profitable.
rt. In his book “Die Akte Wikipedia. Falsche Informationen und Propaganda in der
Online-Enzyklopädie” (The Wikipedia
File. Incorrect Information and Propaganda in the Online Encyclopedia), published
by Kopp-Verlag in July, Michael Brückner analyses what Wikipedia is and how
it works.
The author states that Wikipedia’s
worldwide influence is enormous and still
on the rise. Evermore people consult Wikipedia entries on the internet instead of lexical entries. The Wikipedia entry mostly
ranks first in an internet search. – Thus
one can see how arbitrary rankings in
search engines like Google are – not only
in private but also in public areas such as
schools or science, Wikipedia sources are
increasingly used and accepted.

ISBN 978-3-86445-123-2

In the media sector, the economic pressure forces journalists more and more frequently to replace time-consuming own
research by information from Wikipedia.
Thus Wikipedia information is spread unquestioned. In his publication, Brückner
traces the paths of such Wikipedia entries.
He assumes the many writers have basically good intentions: Anyone can write
an entry, anyone can also improve or delete entries. However, here a Wikipedia hierarchy comes in. It is not established by
research-based accuracy but by a special
hierarchy in the Wikipedia system itself.
This hierarchy is partly determined by the
duration of the engagement at Wikipedia. So there are often conflicts over entries. In the political field the worldview of
the “administrators” plays a crucial role.
With the example of a Wikipedia entry for
“Preußische Allgemeine Zeitung” Brückner demonstrates that Wikipedia works
politically one-sidedly and also acts intolerantly. The “Preußische Allgemeine Zeitung” was placed in a right-wing corner,
straightaway – despite their clear objection. The authors of the Wikipedia entry
deliberately based their misjudgment on
left-wing publications which probably reflected their own attitude. It was not possible to correct that entry. The author lists
further examples in order to demonstrate
how entries are manipulated. No one is
consulted about an entry, even if he is affected by it, he will not even know about it
(cf. box about Current Concerns).
The publication of the book by Michael
Brückner gained new importance due to
the propaganda battle related to Ukraine.
The “Neue Zürcher Zeitung” confirmed
on 22 July that alone between 2002 and
2010, the United States Congress initiated
9,000 changes in Wikipedia entries. Similar governmental proceedings are reported
from Israel, Russia, Ireland, Canada, Australia and Norway – not to mention large
international corporations. This is probably only the tip of the iceberg.
Trying to gather knowledge on the Internet and making it universally accessible to the public does actually make sense.
The problem that Wikipedia entries do not
meet scientific standards could be solved.
Precisely because the influence of Wikipedia has grown to such an extent, this
probem has become a more urgent one.
Wikipedia is not subject to scientific or
democratic control. There is urgent need
for action.

Zeit-Fragen, the VPM
and Wikipedia
rt. There is no useful entry on the
keyword Zeit-Fragen (Current Concerns) on Wikipedia. Instead of obtaining information, the user is lead
to a link about the VPM (Verein zur
Förderung der Psychologischen Menschenkenntnis/Association for the Advancement of Psychological Understanding of Human Nature). Thus the
reader does not learn anything about
Zeit-Fragen itself: neither that ZeitFragen was constituted as a cooperative nor that the magazine has been
being published since 1993. There is
neither information about the editorial work for the purposes of international humanitarian law nor about
the broad political spectrum covered
by Zeit-Fragen.
In the Wikipedia entry on the VPM
the user is palmed off with a series
of half-truths and omissions of important facts. Therefore it is completely
non-serious. A realistic picture of the
association cannot be obtained which
is probably not intended, anyway.
About Zeit-Fragen as such the Wikipedia user does not learn anything.
Assuming that an Internet user
aims at finding objective information, he gets instead fully laden with
prejudice by means of so-called “information” by Wikipedia. Thereby a
factual approach is deliberately made
difficult. This is an example of Wikipedia’s political dubiousness.

At least, anyone accessing this service
should be aware of its risks and know that
Wikipedia entries often have propaganda
function.
With his publication, Brückner takes up
a serious problem of our fast-paced internet time, the scope of which we are not yet
fully aware of. The claim to be informed
truthfully as precisely as possible, which
an encyclopedia is based upon, is lost with
Wikipedia. However, reputable encyclopedias provide an important foundation for
societal discourse. If they become outdated and if they are replaced by Wikipedia,
an objective debate on many issues becomes extremely difficult.
•
Michael Brückner. Die Akte Wikipedia. Falsche
Informationen und Propaganda in der Online-Enzyklopädie. Kopp Verlag Rottenburg. July 2014.
ISBN 978-3-86445-123-2
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In the footsteps of democratic ideas in Germany
Collecting signatures for the “People’s initiative for Leaving the ESM”
in Thuringia, Germany in June 2014
by Doris and Gerhard Feigenbutz, Susanne and Matthias Klaus, Andrea Dylla and Volker Schmitz
Six persons with leaflets and lists of signatures in their hands are standing on
the edge of the Eisenach market square
next to a poster reading “People’s Initiative for Leaving the ESM”. “Do you want
to save banks and speculators with your
tax money?” With this question or similar
ones, we start conversations with locals
and tourists. We have to inform some of
them quite extensively; others – especially young people – are well informed about
the financing of debts by means of the European Stability Mechanism ESM which
contravenes the European Treaties and is
democratically not legitimate. Often, longer conversations develop, while curiosity prevails on both sides. How do people
in Eisenach live? What moves them? And
why do six tourists from southern Germany spend their holiday here, collecting
signatures? “Do you think this makes a
difference?” we are asked. And we hear
about low pensions, unemployment, about
living on the breadline or badly paid contract work, all this on the rise.
“Who would like to work for six euro
per hour in rotating shifts? The young
are moving away, the old people stay
here. Schools are closing, apartments are
empty.” The latter we had already noticed.
Strolling through the quarters between the
centre and the Wartburg, we see magnificently renovated buildings. In the city
guide we read that Eisenach has the largest contiguous mansion district in GermaTemporary work
“Everyone, without any discrimination, has the right to equal pay for
equal work.“ (Article 23 paragraph 2
of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights) Everyone? Although this principle is also confirmed in the Directive
2008/104/EC of the European Union,
Germany – put under pressure by the
industry – has achieved an exception.
On average temporary workers here
receive only about half the wage of
permanent employees, no vacation
and no Christmas bonuses or other
benefits. On the national average, the
proportion of temporary workers is
less than three per cent, in the district
of Eisenach it is almost three times
more. In the past decade their numbers nationwide increased by two and
a half times (so the Federal Employment Agency). Every fourth individual in Germany is working in the low
wage sector, in East Germany this is
approximately fourty per cent of the
workforce.

picture: Wikipedia
ny, dating back to the Gründerzeit and the
Jugendstil period. In the city centre with
its rows of just as nicely renovated timber-framed houses we find, now and then,
an empty, decayed house with a municipal
sign declaring that the building was privately owned and that there were negotiations with the owner. Investments in maintenance – especially under the conditions
of monument protection – are only profitable if there are solvent people who can
pay for the rent or purchase the objects.
The population of Eisenach, however, is
permanently dwindling. Between 1990
and 2011 it has shrunk by 17 per cent.
This is like in other places in Thuringia.
A local complained the exodus of doctors. “I ought to be examined urgently by
a cardiologist. But do you know how long
I have to wait for an appointment? One
year!” People with worries like this obviously enjoy meeting interested listeners.
They talk about their adult children whom
they had given advice to leave Thuringia because opportunities to find work and
to make money are better elsewhere. An
aged gentleman says: “You know, in the
news we hear about how well Germany is
doing these days. But this prosperity is not
coming to everybody here!” “Of course,
unemployment is much worse in Greece
and Spain. But how have these countries
got into this situation? Not through us!” a
woman is throwing in. “And now we are
paying the German and Spanish banks billions, and again next to nothing is coming to the people. And the next generations
will suffer for the 190 billion guarantees”,
the signature collector adds, continuing
“the Greece have had to fulfil require-

ments so strict that they obtain the money
from the international capital market rather than being suppressed by the ESM.
And, should the governours’ council deciding on the usage of these billions from
the donating countries go wrong, there is
no court in the world to make it accountable. Do you think this is good?” Heads are
being shaken. “No, this cannot go well.
Give me that form; I will sign that.” But
there are also people who think that, now
the bailout fund is installed, we have to
see it through. Some also have concerns to
give their signatures: “I am no longer signing anything”, and off they are.
After some two hours the sun is shining too warm. We are asking for a recommendation for a restaurant offering local
specialties like Thuringia dumplings with
roast meat and herbs. With open eyes we
stroll through the quaint streets. There are
no squalid youths, but there are some depressed-looking elderly. There are still
a lot of small retail shops and less stylish outfits as for example in our BadenWürttemberg. It is advisable to have an
eye on the ground. The old basalt cobble
stones should be renovated urgently. But,
as a local is telling us, the residents are
supposed to pay their share. Not everybody can pay for this and so it looks like
nothing will change. In order to protect
one’s dampers, abiding by the speed limit
“20 km/h” is recommended. The pavement and the magnificent buildings obviously date back to the heyday of industrialisation in the late 19th century when
rising companies like Fahrzeugfabrik Eicontinued on page 15
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People’s initiative “For leaving the ESM”

We, the signatories of this ppeople’s initiative, refer to
• the sovereignty of the citizens, based on natural law, human rights and the constitution, to
regulate independently and jointly all political issues of their community at first and final
instance,
• Article 1, paragraph 1 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of 19
December 1966 (equally worded in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights), according to which “all peoples have the right to self-determination” and
by virtue of this right “freely determine their political status and shape their economic, social and cultural development” – both pacts are law in force in Germany –,
• Article 20, paragraph 2 of the Basic Law. It reads: “All state authority emanates from the
people. It is exercised by the people through elections and voting […].”

We require the following law:
ESM-cancellation law
§1
The Federal Republic of Germany cancels the Treaty on the establishing of the European Stability Mechanism.
§2

This law shall come into force with immediate effect.

Justification:
• By joining the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) the Federal Government, the Bundestag,
the Federal Assembly and the Federal President have ignored the will of the citizens of Germany.
• The ESM damages the Federal Republic of Germany and all countries which must settle payments. But also those states, which make use of the funds from the ESM – because they thus
cannot put their own economy in proper order. The ESM endangers peace in Europe, social
peace in particular.
• The cancellation of the ESM is an essential step towards the return of Germany to its basic constitutional principles. The cancellation is a contribution of Germany for a humane social and
economic order in Europe and beyond.
• The Federal Constitutional Court has explicitly stated in its judgment of 12 September 2012 on
the request for provisional order against the entry into force of the ESM Treaty that a cancellation of the Treaty is possible.
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senach were providing jobs. Then numerous citizens who had become prosperous
chose to settle here. A vehicle museum is
witnessing these times. There were clever
people then, musical and rebellious. The
historical Bach House with the Bach Museum receives musically interested people from all over the world. Friends of
the Well-Tempered Clavier, of Preludes,
Fugues and Passions, get what they want.
The climax of the guided tours is a musician playing the historical instruments:
two organs, a cembalo and a clavichord.
Not far away, Bach, like, 200 years earlier, Martin Luther had visited the local
grammar school, now named after the latter. Today, the graduation ceremony of the
Eisenach grammar schools is going on in
the ceremonial hall of the Wartburg. Of
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course we need to visit this World Heritage Site, this historical place where Martin Luther was kept in protective custody,
translating in only 11 weeks the New Testament from Greek to German, thus also
forming the base for our written language.
He did not enter law as his stern father
would have liked. But his sense for justice
had always guided him, especially when
he saw indulgence salesmen travelling
around who took peoples’ last pennies so
that they might be free from sin. When
Luther also refused to revoke his teachings at the 1521 Reichstag in Worms, he
was declared an outlaw and schismatic.
Frederic the Wise saved his life by kidnapping him on his journey back, bringing him for 10 months incognito to the
Wartburg as “Junker Jörg”. A musical, we
could see its premiere, is telling the biography full of vicissitudes of this “rebel
against his will”.
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On the hill across the Wartburg, there is
the Burschenschaft (student league) Monument. Standing there, looking across Eisenach, we can experience the feeling of
freedom which moved those students assembling here on 18 October 1817 for the
Wartburgfest. It became a protest against
reactionary politics and Kleinstaaterei, for
a nation state with its own constitution.
On the last evening we went through
our signature forms, complementing a zip
code here and there and packed our suitcases. The next morning, the six of us,
including the child and the dog, left the
“Old Bach House” in Eisenach, our tastefully renovated holiday apartment. It has
once been inhabited by Johann Ambrosius
Bach, father of Johann Sebastian.
It was wonderful getting to know the
country and its people, to experience its
culture and history while collecting signatures. We are going home enriched.
•

The Wartburg Festival 1817
On 14 October 1806 Napoleon defeated the Prussian and Saxon armies at the
Battle of Jena. Since the battle had also
inflicted serious damage on the University, strong resistance against the Napoleonic yoke developed among professors and students in the following years
in Jena. Many of them – especially students – joined the Lützow Free Corps.
They demanded that all Germans should
live freely and on equal rights.
Eleven years later, on 18 and 19 October 1817, the Wartburg festival took
place in Eisenach on the occasion of the
300th anniversary of Martin Luther’s
posting of his theses. On one hand, the
festival revived the memory of the Reformation, on the other hand people
commemorated the fourth anniversary
of the Battle of Leipzig, when in October 1813 the Prussians were victorious
over France, but with 90,000 dead. This
triggered a national movement. The resulting national feeling inspired the desire for a unified German state. On the
Wartburg above Eisenach, more than
500 gathered students and some professors from almost all German universities
formulated their liberal and democratic ideas. The "principles of 18 October"
with their demands for national unity
including unified German law and freedom of speech and freedom of the press
anticipated the national programme of
the next 50 years.
Here was also the birthplace of the
German national colours. At the Hambach Festival on 27 May 1832, the German national flag in black, red and gold
as the sign of German unity and freedom aspirations was generated from the
colors of the Lützow Free Corps (black
coat with red cuffs and gold buttons)
and the flag colours of the Jena fraternity (black and red with a golden spike).

The students at the Wartburg festival
adopted 35 principles and 12 decisions.
They stated, inter alia:
• “The political fragmentation of Germany shall yield to political, religious
and economic unity. Germany should
become a constitutional monarchy.
The ministers should be accountable to representatives of the people.
The will of the prince is not the law of
the people, but the law of the people
shall be the will of the prince.
• All Germans are equal before the law
and are entitled to a public trial before juries according to a German law
book.
• The first and most sacred inalienable human right is personal freedom.
Serfdom is most unjust and despicable, an abomination before God and
all good people. Freedom and equality is the highest good we have to
strive for. But there is no other freedom than in the law and by the law,
and no equality than in the law and
by the law. Where there is no law,
there is no equality, but violence, subjugation, slavery. Every one of whom
the state demands civic duties must
also have civil rights. All laws incorporate freedom of the person and security of property.
• All secret police is to be replaced by
corporate bodies of local governments. Law enforcement can be handled by communes as soon as they
have an appropriate unit. Secret police
are acceptable only in times of war; in
times of peace it is a prove that tyranny prevails or is striven for. Whoever
serves the secret police at the time of
peace is betraying freedom.
• Security of the person and property,
abolition of privileges of birth and
serfdom have also to be constitution-

ally declared as well as the special
support of the previously oppressed
classes.
• Conscription (Landwehr and Landsturm, a kind of military reserve)
takes the place of standing armies.
Only the Landwehr can protect Germany against the great power of foreign states. In case of need it rises
as Landsturm. Standing armies can
fight for great victories, but a state
can find firm security only within its
citizens. A soldier can come to high
fame, but only citizenship wins lasting honour. A soldier may be driven
to bold deeds; but the true heroism,
which remains the same in happiness
and unhappiness, can only arise from
genuine citizenship.
• Freedom of speech and freedom of
the press shall be guaranteed constitutionally. The right to express
ones opinion on public affairs in free
speech and in writing is an inalienable right of every citizen.
• Science should serve life, especially
the study of morality, politics and history. Above all, we as students want
to strive for a serious and sober life
and serve science faithfully and honestly. But we do not want to indulge
in idle learning which lacks energy
and respect. With particular zeal we
want to study all those sciences which
purify and strengthen the spirit of
people and country and all public relations –. Morality, politics, history.”
Adapted from: Huber, Ernst Rudolf.
Deutsche Verfassungsgeschichte. Seit
1789. Teil 1: Reform und Restauration.
1789 bis 1830 (German constitutional history. Since 1789, part 1: reform and restoration. 1789-1830). 2nd edition, Stuttgart,
inter alia, 1990, p 722
(Translation Current Concerns)
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Reliable relationships between adults and children
Azerbaijan, a small, fine country
by Niels Peter Ammitzboell

River plain in the high mountain valley near Khinalig in the Caucasus. (picture bha)
It was in Spring 2014 that a trip took us
to the small, fine country of Azerbaijan. Until then, we hardly knew anything
about it, except for the oil boom and Hitler’s past ambitions which we were familiar with. As chance would have it,
the book “Birdwatching in Azerbaijan”
by Kai Gauger, Sebastian Schmidt and
Nigar Agayeva fell into our hands. Birds
in Azerbaijan – the reading revealed that
the country is to be travelled without
major circumstances, in case one is interested in the observation of birds and landscapes. No sooner said than done. After
three weeks of extensive traveling, bird
watching and excursions we did not regret
having traveled a bit into the unknown.
Kai Gauger, biologist at the University of
Greifswald, was extremely helpful with
the planning. Hajibaba Imanli of Caspian Tours proved to be a helpful and very
competent travel organizer.
In the South Azerbaijan borders on
Iran, in the East on the Caspian Sea with
borders to Iran, Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan
and Russia, in the West on Georgia and
Armenia, and in the North on Russia. The
mutual territorial claims over the Region
of Nagorno-Karabakh are in urgent need
of a political solution. Further so the separated exclave of Nakhchivan in the Southwest, between Armenia and Iran. Nakh-

chivan can be reached only from Baku by
air and via Iran by land.
Azerbaijan is located directly on the
Eastern Caucasus/Caspian
bird migration route
There are birds in abundance and at that
in each region still others. Blue-cheeked
Bee-eaters in the plane, Black Francolin
in Shirvanpark, Whimbrels, terns everywhere. Lesser Kestrels, small waders in
the lagoons, many species of eagles and
all kinds of vultures in the foothills and
in the Caucasus. When suddenly three
Bearded Vultures are circling very close
above the rocks or the Steppe Eagle is
perceived sitting in a tiny river valley,
any timing is thrown overboard. Collared
Pratincoles arrive in swarms and settle
down by the seashore – a dream. With
their bright blue plumage the European
Rollers enliven the clay-colored rock landscape. The Shikra enthrones his district in
the grove beside the road. Because of his
unique sharp call he is easily to be found.
We were overwhelmed by the abundance of nature impressions. As we collected them for example in the Shirvan
National Park, in the delta of the Kura, in
the large lagoon Gizilaghaj, in the hills of
Atbulaq, in Goychay and Turianchay region, while crossing towards the East and
up into the Caucasus. A country’s land-

scape can hardly be more wide-rangingly
variant: semi-desert, steppe, coastal areas,
lagoons, mud volcanoes as in Gobustan,
bare mountains, wooded Caucasus with
gigantic rock ravines and plateaus.
In the south-western region, we explored the large lagoons and coastal strip
of Gizilaghaj, only to be tortured afterwards for hours by driving on a dust and
gravel road at 20–30 km/hour. The slow
pace, however, allows to see a bit of the
lives of the inhabitants of the Mugan
Steppe. They often draw the water from
large and smaller irrigation canals. Where
do people take the water from? Many residents are still refugees from the NagornoKarabakh conflict. Life is very hard in the
dusty heat. Chicken and sheep serve as
food and are sold.
Herds of sheep everywhere – it is the
food of the poor, virtually the entire existance lies in a herd – until up into the
high Caucasus, where the shepherd dogs
prevent undesirable approach, because
each sheep is highly valuable. This is true
herd-guarding, however unbearable for
hikers.
In the North, the Big Caucasus limits the country over the entire width. The
four-thousand-mountain peaks are still
covered with snow in April and May.
continued on page 17
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The Bazardüzü Dag rises majestically – a
beautiful scenery.
Unfortunately, we were denied visiting
the Shahdag National Park. It is too close
to the Russian border. Military posts are
guarding the entrances. Very friendly and
by the instructions of the Baku Ministry
we are denied entering, like many other
travelers before us in the past few years.
All the more it remains a dream for us to
hike the long traverse from Laza to Khinalig, where wolves, bears and ever again
the Tur, the Eastern Caucasian Capricorn,
are to be found. The Caucasian Snowcock
and the Caucasian Grouse are endemic
species and one should not spare the effort of their observation.
The high valley at Khinalig is a wonder
with regard to the landscape itself. After
having driven up an adventurous canyon
a wide river valley extends up the valley floor, where the mountains rise at its
edges. Mountains again with a vast abundance of eagles and vultures. Even the
Little Owl and the Gueldenstädt’s Redstart live here. Suddenly, five Vultures are
sitting on the right side of the road. They
jump up. They are Griffon vultures of a
nearby breeding colony on a rock wall.
Suddenly, there are another five Griffon
Vultures. All have bathed in the river and
are now drying in the evening sun.
The life of the few inhabitants of the
small rocky village of Khinalig is very
hard. In winter there is no connection
into the valley of Guba, the county seat.
All food must be stored to be available for
weeks. Water is no problem there. Bread
is homemade, but eggs must be brought
up and often milk, unless it is taken from
sheep and goats. The dried dung cakes
serve as a sustainable heating; they are
cut into pieces in summer and then dry
stacked. They do not give off a bad smell
and are just an element of the village.
The foothills are somewhat less high
mountains, green in their appearance, vegetables and fruit growing on their slopes
as well as herbs. The farmers sell their
products – as for instance freshly slaughtered lambs – just by the road side winding through the steppe landscape. For us
civilized visitors, the cold house with the
hygienic rules is missing and we are inclined to doubt the quality of the products. But careful! During our stay of a
good three weeks we have mainly fed on
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lamb shish, chicken shish, kebabs and
minced meat, fresh vegetables, fresh spices and mild large onions. The quality and
taste were excellent. Not a single stomach
upset, but a most delicious meal, usually
thoughtfully prepared and fresh from the
farm onto the plate. The eggs and tomatoes have a delicate flavour which we do
no longer know here. The small inns along
the streets usually host the truck drivers.
Here, the cars accumulate and their charge
is sprayed with water so that not much
must be wasted. In these small coffee
shops it is worth staying for a while. There
is a friendly busy activity and exchange
between the truck drivers. One helps each
other with broken machines or tires.
Windy or not, the large semi-desert
steppe which constitutes a part of the
country delivers a tremendous amount
of dust. With southern storms as we encountered them, it is advisable to drive
with the lights on. Here, the land gets also
sand coming from Iran. In summer, temperature rises up to 40°C. We do understand, that people flee to the mountains.
This, however, should not be a possibility
for oil magnates alone. The question we
were permanently asking ourselves was,
whether the steppe could not be made fertile again by a suitable water system. The
Caucasus has enough water, even in summer and autumn.
One gets used to the dust, the potholes,
endless unpaved main roads and the behavior of the drivers. If one is a bit further away from the coast, i.e. in the interior, one cannot see much of an oil pump.
The wealth of Azerbaijan, however, can
be found under a good part of the coast
around Baku north of Sumgait, Absheron,
south of Baku and then again Neftchala as
well as off-shore. Unfortunately, only the
wealth of very few people since the start
of the oil rush at the beginning of the 20th
century. The industrious road construction
work, the repairing work on irrigation canals seemed encouraging and surprising
to us. Unpleasant are the magnificent and
heavily guarded buildings in Art Nouveau
style, the magnificent buildings for example in Guba, luxury resorts in the mountains as in Laza/Shahdagh comprising
entire valleys and mountain regions and
destroying valuable natural areas. Being
a Swiss traveler one would wish smaller
cottage settlements that leave the mountains intact. But meanwhile this is also in
Switzerland an almost beautiful dream.
The super-rich buy mountains and pass-
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es and hilltops as in Altiagh that are wellfenced and heavily guarded.
We quite noticed the calm atmosphere
in the small towns. The relationship between sons and fathers, a peaceful relationship, a natural authority, a naturally
lived model. We missed quarrels and disputes, creaking and dissatisfied children,
parents who do not care and, therefore,
produce very nervous young people – the
entire perversion of the Western civilization struck us once more. It seems to us
that this Islamic society maintains itself by
means of the reliable relationship between
adults and children. We could learn immensely from our trip and here only this:
Who wants to rise above other cultures
and ways of life and who wants to look
down on them, who wants to point with a
finger to the alleged inadequacies or lack
of human rights and who may also eventually justify military interventions is an ignoramus and his sole interest is power. He
has no place in this country.
•
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